
Authentic flavors

Portfolio

With 11 shops and after 15+ years in business, 
this former Patagonian ice cream brand grew to 
become a coffee shop and a kitchen after 
developing different lines of genuinely made 
successful products —specialist coffee, dough 
bread, sandwiches and artisan chocolate, to eat-in 
or take-away— evolving the brand’s universe.



We helped Del Viento to develop its business in terms 
of both branding and logistics, and to design products 
that are marketable. Sangha generated the tone, voice 
and content narrative using clear core messages that 
correspond with each line of products.

The wind always leaves a mark

The wind in the Patagonia often exceeds a hundred 
kilometres per hour, igniting fire in the hearts of those 
who dare to venture there. It always leaves a mark. 
Every product of the brand is crafted in Patagonia, the 
south of Argentina. Ice cream, roasted origin coffee, 
artisan chocolate, dough bread and sandwiches are 
made with love in their eleven shops located all over 
the region and in Buenos Aires. Del Viento has the 
spirit of the Patagonia: tenacious, modern and always 
delivering a taste of adventure.



The pathway

Del Viento’s mission is to take people back to the 
origins of cooking and awaken their senses through a 
range of flavours, fragrances and textures.The 
sustainably grown natural ingredients, free of artificial 
preservatives, deliver fresh sensations to those whose 
dreams take them to the south of the world.



Chocolate packaging system



Dough bread packaging



Coffee beans packaging



Sandwich packaging system for take away



Cold press juices take away packaging



Table talkers and A1 promotional displays



Branding collateral



Gift card and t-shirt design



App UX/UI Design



Email Marketing Set-up and guidelines Instagram stories / storytelling and production



Get in touch

About Sangha
We are a collective of designers, marketers, 
developers and content producers helping 
rising companies reach their potential through 
branding solutions in visual identity, brand 
storytelling, webs & apps.
If you think we can be of use in growing your 
business but what you need is not covered in 
these examples, let’s talk!

Contact
Mac Fernández Sánchez
mac@sanghabrands.com
+44 7482 039698

sanghabrands.com
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